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According to the post-industrial thesis on declining U.S. unionism, 

union decline since 1945 partly results from the averston to unionization 

m.ion;; wo1,1en and white-collar workers and the dce.:iphasis in targeting the~e 

groups in union organizing campaigns. Bell {1953, 1972, 197J) claims that 

as the majority-white-collar work force becomes increasingly employed in 

the service sector, while the declining, blue-collar manufacturing sector 

is saturated with union cnembers, the percer.tage uniooizetl declines because 

t~e lcabor movenent is unabl~ tu organize women and white-col]nr work,,rs. 

However, despite thc> declining percentage unionized and the grcntcr per~entage 

of union representation or.iong ,.,en blue-collar workers, the rate of union 

membership growth among women and white-collar workers outstripped that of 

aien and blu<!-collnr workers in the 1970s (Freeman and Medoff, 1979, 1984; 

LeGrande, 1978; Gifford, 1982). 1/hile the l'ercentage unionized of the U.S. labor 

force declined to 20.9% by 1980, the percentage unionized among women and 

white-collar workers increased to 15.9% and 15.3%, respectively (Gifford, 

1982: 1-3). Vioreover, opinion research shm,s that non-union, women workers 

are more likely to favor unionization tlian non-union inen and that no s~.x 

difference in pro-unrnn at.L1tu,les pt·e,,aib amm•~ ~on-union, h'hit~-n,lla'r 

or blue-collar 11orkers when other cansal variableg are controlled {Kochan, 

JS/75; Freeman and l!~doff, 1984) , 

Given the increased unionization ataong those workers whom the post-indus

trial thesis claim~ are unlikely to unionize, the purpose of this paper is 

to analyze the sociological conditions which promote and retard the union

ization of women clerical workers. After discussing theories of white-collar 

unionism and the changing nature of clerical work, I examine the unionization 

of women clerical workers in th~ insurance industry. The insurance industry 

was chosen for three reasons which are elaborated in greater detail below. 



First, the insurance work force consists of a tlisproporticmately large number 

ot wom~n cl~ric:al workers and a sufficiently high degree of occupational 
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sex sagreuati,m to facilitate the analysis of unionization amon,i wo<r1en clericcd 

workers. Second, as a gruwlng, service-rendering industry which µioneered 

in the application of office autmr.ation, 1nsurance may be archetnical of 

changing work conditions in post-industrial society which promote unionization 

rnaon); women clerical workers, Thi,-d, and conseqwently, wo,i,en clerical wor"Kers 

in insunrnce a,i<l the financial sectar have been tho object~ of joint union 

organizint dforts 1:,y the wm.,er>'s and ldior rnuve1,1ents. Therefor·~, Lhe unioni-

z,1Liun uf 1,•o,;,er, cl~rical '10rkcr,; jn jnsurc,nce constitutes~ novel fora, of 

unionism--a gender-oriented hybrid of croft end industrial unionisr.i, 

Theories of '.·lhite-Collar Unionism 

The post-industrial thesis rests on decreasingly teflable assumptions 

about the fo:aily and the social class position of white-collar workers. 

Social, economic and legal changes in the 1960s and 1970s altered sex roles 

ot ,aarried woraen in the labor- fo,-ce in full-time careers, Inflation Gnd 

declining real earnings in the 1970s coa,pelled many women to enter the labor 

force on a full-titc,~ basis. The Civil ~igbt~ ,\ct of 1964, thee Equal ::,,,ployrnent 

D~rortunity .\ct a:i' 1972, the Coi,,vrehensive Employment and Training Act of 

1973 and other le~iBlation facilitated the full-time entry of women into 

the labor force by banning employer sex discrimination and providing training 

to disud,•~ntagcd vo"1cn (AppdlmU"•• 19El). Therefore, the labor force pan:ici

pation rates of married \/omen between the ages of 20 and 44 and betw1'en the 
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ages of 45 and 64 increased to all-time highs of about 637. and 48%, respectively, 

in 1962 (Appelbuuca, 1981; U.S. 3u,euu of Lubor Statistics, 19ll3). By 1977, 

the avern);o wor.mn "'"s expec~ed to hsve 28 years of paid e.:11,loynlent (Appelbaur.,, 

1901:23). 

Unionization assur.1es that the vorker has a long-term vested interest 

in his or her job. In :rirschman's (1970) terms, unionization allows the 

"orker tc, ex~ress dissatisfaction not by "exitin~" from the ~,.,pl<,i<'T bul. 

by re .. ,uining "l<>yal" 11ith "voice" (Freernan and :-ledof±, 1984). The post-industrial 

thesis assumes that women, as temporary wuge-e~rncr~ under th<: tn,cl·Lt1,rnal 

re~1me of sex roles, are likdy tc, qu-Lr. e,·,,ploy,,,ent upon marriage and, therefore, 

are unlikely to unionize (Kassalow, 1966). However, the increased labor 

iorce participation rate of ,,.arried women suggests that the growth of wom'en 

union ,ner,1bers and the pres<ance of pro-union attitudes among non-union women 

resulted frm., social, economic and legal changes which eiotivated, compelled 

and facilitated the entry of women into the labor force (Tepperman, 1976; 

Caok, 1984; ',.'ertheimer, 1 'i84). 

The post-industrial Li1esl~ ;,bo ,ic,511m~~ th~!. oh,tp-coll,,,- avcr~i,,r, t,, 

u1u,,,,, L;JL ""' ~•.,•,:,•, fro:.· th~ rel lit, ,•c1y i,d vilc,~eo, s0cirxc0nv,;ClC sc~n,1' n:• 

o± white.:..collar 11orker-s, their identification with manage,aent, and their 

desire to disassociate themselvss from institutions which they perceive as 

comprising their blue-c_ollar, status inferiars (Kassalow, 1966). This assrn.1ption, 

in turn, rests on a static conception of the social class position of white-collar 

workers. Theories of white-collar unionization in the U.S. and Britain, 

as ,1ell as theories of unionization generally, assume a dynamic concept of 

social structure. The classical Ma,-x"inn w><l functional theories of unionization 

held that industrializan.on and the rise of the large corporation in a market 
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economy with a class of tenuously employed, urban, factory wage-earners sil.ml

~,in~ously alicnatccl tl1esse workers, shaped thci, com""rn interests, and pro1flpted 

them to unionize (!!ar~, 1903; Tannenbaura, 1951). 

Similarly, t:>eories of white-collar 1Jnionia"' suggest th"t white-collar 

unionization increases when the socioeconomic standing of white-collar workers 

declines, employer resistance is low, political conditions promo~e unionization, 

ancl \/hen unions turn lo &geressively orgar,i z~ wlnte-collar workeers (Lock1<ood, 

195tl; Blnckburn, 1967; Kassalow, 1%6; lldn, IS,70; Adams, 1975; Prdndy et. 

,il,, 1963). l'i,•o force~ 1<hLLh lower the socioe~OHCJ□Jic standin~ of S()me white-

colinr ,;orkers are buroaucnitfrotion ~nd office auto;e~tion. ;Joth not o~ly 

accompany increased fir□ size but deskill many white-collar jobs, especially 

clerical jobs, and e11~ender centraliz~d, ir;o~ersonal, mariagerial cotitrol of 

the non-supervisory work force (Bain, 1970; 11hisler, 1970; l:lraverman, 1974: 

Hoos, 1961; Glenn and Feldberg, 1977; Kraft, 1977; Greenbaum, 1979). Thus, 

bureaucratization and technological change may reduce the socioeconomic standing 

o± some white-collar worke.rs and motivate them to unionize (Lo,:kwood, 1958; 

the c:h,rnging social class position of wo,-kers and neglect the eftcct,; of 

changing family and econoraic sex roles on unionization. The classical theories 

explained unioniz~tinn in t:,e era of the Industrial Pevolution, 1,•l1cce rnn,,t 

wa:,;e-eurncrs were men, women were often denied CJer.1bcrship in craft unions, 

and when class conflict occurred almost exclusively a"1ong men (Kessler-Harris, 

1975, 1982; Cook, 1964). These theories, then, implicitly assumed the traditional 

~e:. role urru,,0~1.,e"l in 11hich ,,,any 11omen were outside of th" laoor- force, 

and, therefore, not directly engaged in class conflict. This is not to deny 
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the early involvement of women in the labor oiovement, as shown, for example, 

by the ostablish>ilent of the \fomen's Trade Union League in the early twentiet:1 

century (Wertheir.,cr, 1977; Foner, 1<;7',, 1980; Dye, 19!::0). Nonetheless, th~<>nes 

of 11hite-collar unionism bear the legacy of a class-em~hasis in explainir,~ 

unionization by ne~lecting the h1pact of increased women's labor force 1mr~ici-

pation on the rise of white-collar unionism. Indeed, women accounted for 

53% of both 1,hite-collar workers and whlte-collar union ,oec,bership in )980 

(U.S. Bureau of L:,bor Statistics, 1983; Gifford, 1S82). This S>Jg:,ests th~t 

a r:,eory ot unionization ought to address not only the forc.e~ 11hicli ch,;uge 

e,.,ployh,ent conditions, such as declining social c]~ss position, LnL also 

such force~ as tile' chctnging sexual div1-~io<1 of labor in the fami Li cilld the 

work place which increase the potential and actual number of union members 

(Lockwood, 1953:151-153). \le tm,n now to a discussion of the changing relatioc\-

ship among clerical work, clerical workers, and unionization. 

The TransformaUon of Clerical Work 
and Clerical Workers 

li1storical rr,sc8rch 0" c:leriu,l "''ork sho\<os th8t tf,e business offfre, 

crstic, factory-like organi~atlon since the late> ninct~enth century (~fills, 

1951; Lockwood, 1958; Benet, 1972; Braverman, 1974; Glenn and Feldberg, 1977, 

1979a, 197Sb; Mclfally, 1979; Rotella, 1981; Davies, 1982; Fox and Hesse-Biber, 

1<;34). In the small, nineteenth century office, the cleric<il 1'orker i,as 

responsible for a variety of tasks, Clerks performed minor managerial and 

administrative functions snd were often consulted on financial decisions, 

',Jith industria1:iznt.ion and the emergence of the large corporation with a 

salaried, managerial class (Chandler, 1977), the division of labor in clerical 

,,., .. 
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work became more complex with more lower-skill, specialized clerical occupation 

such ns file derk~, r.yp1sts, stenogr_aphers, receptionists tmd sccrctan~-~. 

1Uso, large co,,1µ,rnieu intrc){!uced Scientific Vianagement techniques in the 

early twentieth century office in order to rationalize the office as the 

volume of paper work increased CJn,ven,an, 1974). 

Office bureaucrat1-zation 11as also catalyzed by changes in oHice technology. 

The typewriter ,;ppearcd in the htc ninet.,enth c:entury and the office conspuLer 

\ia~ ftr~t rntroduc~d in the privdte sector i~ the ]S'.JOs. These t..<ed,T1ologic:il 

chnn('.ee; irwrcus"d thee uie,pl<e.xity of 1'.he division of labor in clcriu,I ,wrk 

by spmming new, lower-skill occupntions such as typist;;, stcno1ra1,ilers, 

computer oµerntors, and d,;ta entry operators. E.nerging, then, from the nineteenth 

century, quasi-managerial and craft-like fon\ of clerical organization is 

an office in which non-managerial, lower-skill clerical occupations are arranged 

in a skill and status hierarchy that ranges from the executive's personal 

secretary down to a pool 0£ typists, file clerks, and office machine operators 

(Kanter, 1977; Glenn a:,d Feld berg, 1977; Baker, 1964; Machung, 1 \184). 

1/ith inc::re~s~d c,[fi.<-.e size and t.he pnmounced di:ff~recor.i,.UO!l bet1,·een 

ma,ia,iement in the µost-Liorld \fa,- JT era has implemented iJC,p,arsonal techniques 

for controlling and monitoring clerical work and productivity, Office automation 

is used to monitor clerical worker productivity, inc:luding counUng keystrokes 

per 1.1inute, and for 4u<llity control ((;lenn and Feldberg, 1977, 1979a, 1979b), 

Two changes in the composition of clerical workers have accompanied 

the bureaucratization of clerical work, The first is the "feminization" 

of clerical i;orkers. Nineteenth century clerks were predominantly men. 

Women first accounted for a majority of clerical workers by 1930 (Rotella, 
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1981:26). Historians of cleric1ll work ,naintain that feminization resulted 

fro,,1 culturnl vulu<=s which l~d to the e1llocat1.on of women i,orl<ers to hrner-skill, 

non-managerial jobs. \,'ith office b\Oreaucrotization, such vulues created 

occupational sex segre~ation between the emerging r.ianageri8l jobs and the 

growin~ nuMber of new, lower-skill cleI"ical occupations in the early decades 

of the twentieth century (Kanter, 1977). 

The second diarnge is in the so,. i~l class ori~incs of clerical ,,·oTl«e!'S. 

In the nineteenth century, clericnl workers were primurily the SOCTS of 1,•lnte

collur wc,rkers or iurmcrs (Dnvies, 1982). In her classic stutly of rnter

g~ncr~tion~l. (i,e. father-to-son) occupallondl J,1obility of In<irnoapolis men 

in 1910, Rogoff (1953) shows that 55% of men clerical ,mrkers were the sons 

of white-collar or fan.,ing fathers, while the rer.i11inder were tha sons of 

fathers who held blue-collar or service Jobs. In one of the few studies 

of nineteenth century intergenerational occupational r,tobility among wor.ien 

clerical workers, Aron (1981) sho~·s that well over t,,·a-thirds of the women 

applicants for U.S. Treasu.ry Devartment clerical jobs between 1862 and 189lJ, 

as 1;d1 as tho~c .C:,,_1 ,,,,re lured, were dau~htff"' oI ,,h,te-coller jatlwr•. 

ily the bt~ t.1,,•nt.iet.:1 cei,tury a majority oJ ,,lericeil 1eorkers \/CTC fr,,,,i 

wo,king clu~s origins. In a rare study with published, intergenerational. 

occupational mobility data on woO\en, Hauser and Featherman (1977:339) show 

that in 1962 53% o[ ,,arri~d, \IOLllen clerical ¼'Orkers wc•re the dau~hters of 

fati1ers who held blue-collar or service jobs. 

In suo,, office bureaucratization and automation, in a culture which 

promotes occupational sex segregation, not only led to clerical worker femi

nizulian but ~lso inLreased the proportion o± clcric:;;1 workers from workrng 

class origin5. The so-called "µroletarianization" of clerical work (Glenn 



and Feldberg, 1977)--the deskilling of clerical work coupled with increased, 

impersonal =nagerial control, changed the co1.,position of clerical workers 

to include women from \larking class origins. 

8 

iii th this transformation of clerical work and clerical workers, unionization 

grew among wocieit clerical workers. Published, time series data on the percentage 

unionized among women clerical workers are unavailable. However, Milkman 

(1980:121) estimates that 1% of women clerical workers were unionized in 

1920. By 1980, 12,2% of women clerical workers were union members (Gifford, 

'1982:51), Recent research on the unionization of women clerical workers 

attributes the growth to increased women's labor force participation and 

to the transfon,ation of clerical work described above (Goldberg, 1983; Coleman 

and Rose, 1975; Miller, 191:ll-!!2; Tep;,erman, 1976). 

Another illlportant cause of growing unionization among women clerical 

workers, as sugzested by theories of white-collar unionization (AdaMs, 1975), 

is the increased efforts of the labor movement to organize women clerical 

workers. Until recently, _the predominantly male labor novement neglected 

women and clerical workers in its organizing campaigns because it viewed 

these workers ea unorganizable and aa secondary, temporary workers (Goldberg, 

1983; Seidman, 1''78; Cook, 1984). However, with the decline i,n mile, blue-collar 

union ,nembership, increased women's .Labor force participation, and the resur,sence 

of the woman's movement in the 1970a, the labo,- movement is beginning to 

replenish its sagging meaberahip by orianizine women clerical workers, especially 

in such finance industries as insurance and banking, where the clerical-intensive 

occupational structure has been routinized by bureaucratization and office 

automati<>n. The women's movement has developed organizations within and 

alongside of the labor movement in order to promote the unionization of women 
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and women clerical workers s-pecifically. In 1974, women trade unionists 

established the Coalition of Labor Union ',/omen (CLlf,/) to further the unionizatiorr 

of women and access of women to union leadership positions (Foner, 1980). 

Beginning with the founding of Working I/omen in 1973, women's oovement activists 

iiave established workinz wom,-n's organizations which engage in litigation 

and educational activities on behalf of women workers, as well as joint orcanizing 

efforts with labor unions (Koziara and Insley, 1982; Forrer, 1980; Goldberg, 

19133), In 1981, Working Women and the Service Employees International Union 

created District 925 which targets women clerical workers, especially in 

the financial sector, in organizing campaigns (~;iller, 1981-82). Other unions 

vhich organize women clarical workers include the 0££,..ce and Professional 

Employees International Union, the Teamsters, and the United Food and Comn,ercial 

iforkers {Miller, 1981-82), 

The transformation of clerical work has generated a status hierarchy 

among clerical' occupations, as discussed above, which affects the occupational 

pattern of unionization alI\_ong clerical workers. The higher-echelon clerical 

workers are personal secretaries who are isolated from one another and have 

frequent, personal contact with their bosses. Kanter (1977) refers to this 

boss-subordinate relationship as bureaucratic patrimony. Patrimony, according 

to Kanter (1977:74-89), cons:i.sts of three elements: status contingency, princi;,led 

arbitrariness, and fealty, Under patrir.mn;1, the status of the secretary 

is contingent on that of her boss, With no job descriptions, the boss arbitrarily 

assigns her work-related and personal tasks, expects the secretsry to maintain 

~- ,,. " ~ d l • • ulS tront o, competence, an eva uates uer performance with particularistic 

criteri;;. Status contingency and arbitrariness engender fealty between the 

boss and secretary because of a mutual dependence between them. The secretary's 
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status depends on her personal rapport with the boss, while the boss depends 

on the secretary to maintain his front of cmapetence, Loi,er-echelon clerical 

wor!cers, such as file clerks ar,d office machine operators, experience impersonal, 

bur"aucrat1c relations witil management, develop little fealty, and are, therefore, 

more likely to unionize than secretaries (Lockwood, 1956; l'.anter, 1977). 

Gifford (1982:51) presents unionization data for wo,aen in broadly defined 

clerical occupations in 1980. "Among the lower-echelon, ,mmen clerical workers, 

13% of office machine operatm:s and 16.1% of other clerical workers (excluding 

secretaries, typists, stenographers, and bookkeepers) 11en, unionized. For 

higher-echelon, women clerical workers, only 8.6% o± secretaries-typists-sten-

o~raphers (about so:;; of whom were secretaries in 1980 [U.S. Bureau of Labor 

Statistics, 1983:50-51]) ,mJ 4.5% of bookkeepers were um .. onized, Thus, the 

clerical h.ierarchy promotes llnionization among the lower-echelon clerical 

workers who experience the least frequent, personal contact '11th manage,,1<rnt 

(Prandy et, al., 1983). 

In sum, the transformation of clerical work and clericd workers has 

led to the emergence of a novel forw of unionism. This form of unionism 

is defined by a target population with gender, occupational and industrial 

traits: women clerical workers who are employed in the finance industries 

such as insurance and banking. As such, this unionism is a hybrid of craft 

and industrial unionism which is directed toward women. Althouih gender, 

occupational and iridustrial traits have defined the melilbership jurisdictions 

of earlier forms of unionis,a, the present combination of these traits in 

the llnionism directed toward women-finance sector-clerical wor~ers is novel, 

This unionism is simultaneously the product of the changing social class • 
position of clerical workers, increased joint unio" orga'1it:ing efforts by 



the women's and labor movements, and the changing sexual di vision of labor 

in the hoste and ,mrk place. 

Clerical Worker Unionization 
in the Insurance Indnstry 

Women clerical workers in the insurance industry have recently become 
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the objects of increased union organizing efforts. Ins<1rance industry unioni

zation has historically been low, According to Freeman and Medoff (1979), 

almost 7% of insurance (SIC 63) '1orkers were covered by collective bargaining 

contracts in 1968-72. Hmrnver, insurance unionization has mainly been concen-

crated among insurance salesmen in the large insurance companies. Since 

the late nineteenth century, AFL-, CIO- and AFL-CIO-affiliated unions such 

as the Insurance Agents International Union, the Insurance Workers International 

Union, and the United Office and_ Professional Workers of Ar.ierica, succeeded 

in organizing men sales agents (Clermont, 1966). Nonetheless, the U.S. Bureau 

of Labor Statistics' (BLS) wage surveys of life insurance indicate that office 

worker unionization increaSed from 2% to 5% between 1961 and 1980 (U.S. Bureau 

of Labor Statistics, 1962, 1967, 1973, 1973, 1981). Before turning to the 

patterns of unionization among women clerical workers in insurance, I discuss 

four features of the insurance industry which are promoting the beeinnings 

of unionization a,iong this group of workers: occupational sex segregation, 

bureaucratization and technological change, changes in the clerical occupational 

structure, and the changing clerical occupational wage hierarchy. 

Occupational Sex Segregation 

Throughout the post-1/orl<l War era, women and men insurance workers ,tended 

' 
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to be employed in separate occupations, as shown in Table 1. Although women 

[Table l about here] 

made inroads into the professional, managerial and sales occupations by 1980, 

they accounted for less than half of professionals and less than one-third 

of manai;ers and agents by 1980 (see columns 1 and 2). Between 1950 and 1%0, 

women account8d for almost 85% of insurance clerical employ8es and for almost 

all secretaries, typists and stenographers. The data in columns 3 through 

6 of Table l show that over 70% of women were employed·as clerical workers 

and over 75% of men were employed as professionals, managers or salesmen 

in insurance between 1950 and 1980. \,/hile clerical occupations continued 

to comprise rot1gbly the same percentage of women, the non-clerical occupations 

came to cornprise an increasing percentage of women between 1950 and 1980. 

Bureaucratization and 
Technological Change 

Bureaucratization and technological change in the form of office automation 

accoi,panied insnranca industry growth since the end of the Second World l'/ar. 

At least two indicators suggest that a growing proportion of the insurance 

clerical work force works under bureaucratic--that i!s, impersonally otanaged-

work conditions. First, Table 2 shows that while the size distribution of 

insurance establishments remained ,:table, the percentage oi: employees in 

establishments with 500 or more employees increased to almost 37% by 1981. 

The percentage employed in smaller establishments declined by 1981. 

[Table 2 about here] 

The second indicator of bt1reaucratization consists of qualitative accounts 

of or3anizational changes that accompanied office automation in insurance. 

According to the BLS, insurance is "a major white-collar industry which pioneer0d 
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in the application of office autm:iation" (U.S. Ilureau of Labor Statistics, 

1966:iii). Be3inning in the 1950s, lar;;e insurance companies introduced 

office computers to handle t~e growing volume of paper work and to reduce 

clerical labor costs (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1960:10), ThB computer 

was rapidly diffused throughout insurance among the smaller companies by 

the early 1970s (Cornfield et.al., 1984), The computer has been appl:Led 

to a variety of clerical and non-clerical insurance functions, including 

billins, actuarial research, underwriting, and premium and commisGion calculation 

(U.S. 3ureau of Labor Statistics, 1979). Scholarly accounts suggests that 

three or;;anizational chan::;es accompanied insuran<:e office automation. The 

first is centralization of managerial control over the clerical work force. 

In their studies of insurance office automation, ·t1hisler (1970) and Helfgott 

(1966) show that decision-making was centralized, supervisory jobs 1,1ere enkrged. 

and clerical jobs became •~ore routinized. Second, insurance management invokeG 

hapersonal controls of the clerical i;ork force by adoptin3 quantifiable and 

uachine-measured indicators of clerical work (;Uality and clerical worker 

productivity (Hhisler, 1970; Costello, 1983; \forking \loaaen, 1980). ~urther, 

impersonal control systems, such as Advanced Office Controls and Analysis 

for Improved l~ethods, consist of standardized methods for r.,erfor.,ing clerical 

tasks which are predetermined in time-motion studies and are widely used 

in the insurance industry (!'/ie,~ann, 1979; Nolan, 1S80). Third, the computer 

and advanced telecorarnunications syster.,s have furthered department.al consolidation 

and control of the home office over branch offices (U.S. Bureau of Labor 

Statistics, 196Ci, 1979; U.S. 3ureeu of Industrial Economics, 1983), In sum, 

office automation has increased iaanagerial control of the clerical 1;ork force, 

reduced the amount of er,1ployee discretion in some clerical jobs, and facilitated 
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the iillplementation of impersonal controls over the insurance clerical work 

force. 

The Chan~ing Clerical Occupational Structure 

Bureaucratization nnd office automation have changed the insurance, 

clerical occupational structure, as shown in Table 3. Clerical occupations 

[Table 3 about here] 

nay be classified by four cate~ories. Interpersonal occupations--secretaries, 

infon.mtion clerks (gainly receptionists) and adjusters and investigators--require 

frequent contact between the employee and other people, such as customers, 

other employees, business associates and managers. Computer-related occupations 

and non-computer office ruachine operators tend machines and manual occupations 

require the worker.to perform manual clerical tasks, 

3etween 1970 and 1980, the numbers of clerical ,;orkers employed in inter-

personal and computer~related occupations absolutely increased et above-avera;,e 

rates. Tele number of non--'Computer office machine operators and manual clerks 

absolutely declined or, in the case of bookkeepers, increased at a rate below 

the average rc.te of clerical employment ,:rot<th. Amon5 manual occupations, 

however, mail and material clerks (e ,g,, mail ,._nd stock clerks) increased 

at an above-avera~e rate, Thus, office automation, bureaucrat:i.zation, :ind 

industry ,;rot<th led the ~ro\-/ing insurance clerical work force to increasingly 

comprise inteq,ersonal and computer-related occupations,' 1Jhile the share 

of non-computer office Qachine operators and manual clerks declined. 



The Changing Clerical Occupational 
Wage Hierarchy 

An occupational wage hierarehy is the set of ratios among the \lages 
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of a group of occupations. Assuming a,1 occupational wage is partly an indicator 

of the status of an occupation compared to other occupations, changes in 

an occupational wage hierarchy may reflect changes in the relative statuses 

of the component occupations. 

Despite increased clerical worker productivity which was associated 

with insurance office automation (Cornfield et. al., 1984), the real earnings 

of most insurance occupations declined during the 1970s and the occupational 

wage hierarchy remained stable, as shown in Table 4. Women clerical workers' 

[Table 4 about here] 

real earnings declined at a slower rate than that of men managers and profes

sionals, while the real earnings of salesmen increased between 1969 and 1979. 

However, the wage hierarchy persisted with the real earnings of men managers, 

sales workers and professionals being almost three to four times greater 

than that of women clerical workers. 

BLS data on 27 life insurance, nob-supervisory, clerical occupations 

from the 1971 and 1980 life insurance industry wage surveys suggest that 

changes in the clerical occupational wage hierarchy accompanied bureaucratization 

and office automation. The 1971 and 1980, mean, real, weekly earnings of 

these 27 occupations are pr<:sented in Table S. The occupations 

[Table S about here] 

are shown in descending order of their 1971 earnings. The alphabetical letters 

which follow most of the occupation names refer to the relative skill level 

of the occupation within its occupational subgroup, where "A" denotes the 
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highest skill level and successive letters denote decreasing skill levels. 

For example, secretary, A and secretary, D are the highest-and lowest-skill 

occupations, respectively, of the four secretarial occupations (secretary, 

A-DJ which constitute the secretary occupational subgroup. 

The life insurance clerical occupational wage hierarchy changed in 
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five ways hetween 1971 and 1980, First, the real earnings of all 27 occupations 

declined between 1971 and 1980 (see Table S). Second, the earnings of the 

growing interpersonal and computer-related occupations-tended to remain and 

concentrate further above the median occupational earnings while the earnings 

of manual occupations tended to concentrate below the median between 1971 

and 1980, as shown in Table 6. Third, although the earninss rank-order of 

[Table 6 about here] 

the 27 occupations in Table 5 remained fairly stable {Spearman's rank-order 

correlation coefficient-' .96, P< .001), the ranks of 24 of these 27 occupations 

changed between 1971 and 1980. The data in Table 7 show that the earnings 

[Table 7 about hers] 

:ranks of the intarpersonal occupations tended to be h:i.gher in 19EO, while 

those of manual and computer-:relatad occupations rnaioly declined by 1980. 

Th.a fourth and fifth trends in the clerical occupational wage hierarchy 

concern occupational subgroup wase hierarchies. 0£ the 27 life insurance 

occupations, 25 are components of 10 occupational subgroups (tapG librarian 

and transcribing machine typist are not components of an occupational subgroup). 

These 25 occupations are listed by type of occupation (i,e., interpersonal, 

n,anual, and computer-related) and hy occupational subgroup in Tabla 8, The 

[Table a about here] 
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10 occupational sub3roups in Table 8 are secretary, claim approver, correspondence 

c:lerk, accounting clerk, stenographer, typist, file clerk, insurance occupations, 

computer operator, and keypunch operator, The 1971 and 1980 ratios between 

the mean, real weekly earnings of the higher- and lowest-skill occu~ations 

within an occupational subgrou~ are presented for each of the 10 occupational 

subgroups in TaDle 8. For e~ample, the ratio of the 1971 earnings of secretary, 

A to that of secretary, Dis 1-.46; the 1971 ratio of secretary, B earrtings 

to secretary, D earnings is 1.27; the ratio of the 1980 earnings of correspon

de,ice clerk·, A to that of c6rrespondence clerk, B is 1.15; etc, 

The fourth trend in the clerical occupational wage hierarchy, as shown 

in Table 8, is that the wage hierarchies of 6 of the 10 occupational subgroups 

diminished or homogenized between 1971 and 1980. That is, the ratio between 

the hishest- and lowest-skill occupations within a subgroup for these 6 subgroups 

declined between 1971 and 1980. These 6 occupational subgroups accounted 

for 53% of the clerical employment represented by the 27 life insurance occu-

pations, 

The fifth trend in the clerical wage hierarchy is that wage homogenization 

occurred with greatest frequency among the manual occupations, as shown in 

[Table 9 about here] 

Table 9. All of the manual occupations were components of occupational subgroups 

whose wage hierarchies diminished or homogenized beti;een 1971 and 1930, while 

almost 85% of the interpersonal and computer-related occupations wern occupational 

components of subgroups whose wage hierarchies became more hierarchical by 

1980. 



The Changing Status of Insurance 
Clerical Work 
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The foregoing discussion of the four insurance industry features suggests 

that ti1n,e trends in insurance clerical work llhich accompanied bureaucratization 

and office automation, in the context of occupational sex se~regation, may 

have promoted or retarded the unionization of women clerical workers. Fir~t, 

despite increased clerical worker productivity and the stability of the relatioci

ship between the earnings of women clerical workers and those of the non-clerical, 

majority-men insurance occupations, the real earnings of all clerical occupations 

declined during the 1970s. Second, the proportion of clerical emplaym~nt 

in higher-wage, interpersonal and computer-related occupations increased, 

while that in lower-wage, manual occupations declined by 1980. Third, the 

wage hierarchies among the declining, manual occupations homogenized, while 

those of the emerging interpersonal and computer-related occupations tended 

to become more hierarchical. 

These three trends, ~long with bureaucratization and office automation, 

may promote or retard unionizatior1 among insurance clerical women. Declinil1g 

real earnings and the homoienization of manual clerical work is likely to 

promote unionization, especially among~nual clerks, because diminishing 

status differences among them may facilitate their. ~erception of common in

terests. Also, the apparent status polarization between manual and other 

clerical workers not only may engender unity among manual clerks, but may 

also reflect blacked mobility of manual clerks into the higher-status jobs, 

as suggested by clerical work research (Seidman, 1978; Kanter, 1977). But 

while some have argµed that blocked mobility facilitates 

1955), Kanter (19771:150) maintains that blocked mobility 

unionization (Chinoy, 

lowers both clerical 
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worker lilorale and, therefore, the desire for unionization. In the longer-run, 

if the proportion of manual clerical employment continues to decline, the 

strength and capacity of this occupational group to unionJ.ze may diminish. 

Statua polarization between manual clerks, on the one hand, and interpersonal 

and computer-related clerks, on the other, as well ns the e!llerging status 

hierarchies among the interpersonal and computer-related occupations may 

divide clerical workers as a whole and, thereby, retard clerical worker unioni-

zation, Moreover, the emerging hierarchies within the.computer-related and 

interpersonal occupations, along with the continued patrimonial relationships 

among secretaries, may divide workers within these occupational groups, if 

not, in the case of aecretaries, further their fealty toward and identification 

with management. Yet, bureaucratization, in the form of increased, ~mpersonal 

and centralized controls, may lower clerical worker identification with manage

C1ent. Thus, bureaucratization, office autolilation, and the transformation 

of clerical work lead to aC1biguoua predictions about the course and occupational 

pattern of unionization among women clerical workers in insurance. 

Occupational Patterns of 
Unionization in Life Insurance 

The 1971-1980 trends in unionization for the 27 life insurance clerical 

occupations discussed above cannot be computed because occupational unionization 

data from the 1971 BLS wage survey of life insurance are unavailable. However, 

the BLS provided o\e with unpublished unionization data for 30 non-supervisory 

clerical occupations from the 1980 life insurance wage survey (3 of these 

occupations, secretary, E and switchboard operators, A and B, were omitted 

from the above analyses due to unavailability of 1971 data). Of these 30 

occupations, 27 consisted of a majority of women and the percentage of women 
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in 24 of these occupations exceeded 90%. Therefore, only the percentages 

of wo,L\en workera in these 30 occupations who are co11ered by a union contract 

are shown in Table 10 by occupation and establishment size. These occupational 

[Table 10 about here] 

percentages in Table 10 are shown in descending order of the percentages 

for small establishment workers. 

Three patterns may be discerned from the Table 10 data. First, the 

percentage of women in small establishments who are unionized exceeds that 

of wor.ien in large establishments for 24 of the 30 occupations. While the 

occupational percentage llilionized among small establishment wo,nen varied 

between 1.6% and 19.2%, that among large establishment women did not exceed 

4.2% for 27 of the occupations, nor exceeded 2.2% for 20 occupations. Given 

the relatively law and invariant occupational percentages among lar~e establisf. 

ment women, the remaining two patterns pertain only to small establishment 

wmaen. 

Second, for small est~blishment women, variation in the 1980 percentage 

unionized across the 3G occupations is unassociated with occupational earnings 

and type of occupatiort, The Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient 

between mean, real weekly occupational earnings and percentage of small establish

ment women who are unionized for the 30 occupations is only .152 (p >,05). 

In an analysis ithich is unreported here, the 30 occupations were cro is-classified 

by type (i.e., interpersonal, computer-related and manual) and by whether 

or not the occupational percentage unionized among small establishment women 

.exceeded the median occupational percentage, 5.6% (see Table 10). The chi-square 

statistic for this cross-tabulation was statistically insignificant (chi-s~uare 

~0.84, 2df, p > .05). 



Third, occupational va.-iation in the percentage of small establishment 

women who are unionized is associated with the occupational earnings level 

within two of the three occupational types. That is, the occupations of 

eaci'l type--interpersonal, co@puter-related, and □anual--were distinguished 
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by their 1980 earnings relative to the other occupations of the same occupational 

type. Then, the 30 occupations were cross-classified by their within-occupa-

tional-type earnings level (i.e., whether or not earnings were less than 

the median earnings of the occupations ,;ithin one type) and by the percentage 

unionized among small establishment women (i.e., wt.ether or not the percentage 

exceeded the median occupational percentage, 5.6%), as shown in Table 11. 

[Table 11 about here] 

The data in Table 11 show an inverse association between earnings level and 

the percentage of small establishment women who are unionized withln the 

interpersonal and manual occupations. There is no earnings-unionization 

association among the cor.1puter-related occupations, two-thirds of which have 

relatively high percentages of unionized women regardless of occupational 

earnings level. 

These findings imply two hypotheses about th? causes of life insurance 

unionization, However, given the unavailability of appropriate data, these 

hypotheses can only be inferred from the findings. First, the negative associa

tion between establishment size and percentage unionized suggests that, at 

least from a cross-sectional perspective, the classical thesis about the 

effect of lar~e establishment size on worker alienation end, in turn, on 

unionization is inapplicable to insurance. Rather, far the recent unionization 

of insurance clerical woman, establishment size may be an indicator of the 

q_uality of employment conditions (e.g. wages and benefits) and the capacity 
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of the employer to resist unonizatior1, Indeed, union representation election 

research documents a r1ezative association between election unit size and 

the odds of a pro-union election outcome for elect:i.ons held in all industries 

since the late 1960s, despite the higher unit costs oi organizing smaller 

establishments. Representation elecUon research and the theories of white-collar 

unionization discussed above suggest that the unit size differential in represen

tation election outcomes may be attributable to greater cohesiveness among 

small establishment workers, relatively inferior employment conditions fo 

smaller estahlishments, and relatively low levels of employer resistance 

to unionization among small employers (Fiorito and l,reer, 1982; Heneman and 

Sandver, 1983). According to the 1976 and 1980 BLS wage surveys of liie 

insurance, the earnings of large establishment employees were on the average 

approximately 10% higher than that of small establishraent employees (U.S. Burec 

of Labor Statistics, 1978, 1981). 

Second, the occupational patterns of unionization are cor1sistent with 

a blocked-mobility hypothe.sia about occupational differentials in the propensity 

to unionize. For clerical workers in the interpersonal and manual occupations, 

the percentage unionized was greatest in the hi~her-earnings occupations 

within the interpersonal and uranual occupational groups. Thia implies, as 

Chinoy (1955) maintained, that workers who have risen to higher-echelon jobs 

within a family of related jobs and, therefore, w~o expect no further promotJons, 

are more likely to unionize to improve their livelihoods than workers who 

are be:sinning their careers in entry-level jobs, who expect to be promoted, 

or who may quit and seek employment with another employer. This suggests, 

then, that clerical workers with vested interests in their jobs, but whose 

upward mobility is blocked, are the most likely to unionize. The blocked-mobil~-Y 



hypothesis is· also consistent with insurance clerical workers who are likely 

to experience Kanter's (1977) patrimonial relationship with their bosses. 
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The data in Table 10 show that the percentages unionized among higher-echelon 

secretaries (secretary, A-C) exceeded not only that of the lower-echelon 

secretaries (secretary, D and E), but the 30-occupation median percentage 

as well. Thus, blocked mobility may override feelings of patrimonial fealty 

and, thereby, foster unionization. Furthermore, the findings suggest that 

the blocked-mobility hypothesis holds for occupations regardless of the trend 

in their wage hierarchies. The inverse association between earnings level 

and percentage unionized holds among interpersonal occupations, most of whose 

wage hierarchies had become more hierarchical by 1980, and among manual occupa-

tions, whose wage hierarchies had homogenized. 

Among the six computer-related occupations, the occupational earnings 

level relative to the computer occupation median earnings had little impact 

on the level of occupational unionization. Moreover, the percentage unionized 

of 4 of these 6 occupations not only exceeded the 30-occupation median percentage, 

but also were among the 8 hi~hest occupational percentages of the 30 occupations. 

The relatively high levels of unionization among these workers, who are machine 

operators, may be attributable to greater restrictions on their physical 

1:iovement. Moreover, workers in the computer-related occupations, which as 

a group consist of a Slllaller number of different occupations than the interper

sonal and ,,1anual occupational groups, may possess skills which qualify them 

for a sr.taller number of jobs than workers in the interpersonal and manual 

occupation,i. Therefore, the relatively high levels of unionization among 

workers in the computer-related occupations may be attributable to greater 

restrictions on both their physical and social mobility. 
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Collective Bargaining Issues 

The collective bargaining issues of women clerical workers in insurance 
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address their economic concerns, the implementation of office automation, 

occupational health and safety concerns, and gender-related concerns. The 

policy statements of Working Women, the vanguard workin;, women's organization 

which works with the Service Employeeg International Union (SSIU) to organize 

women clerical workers, provide an overview of the collective bargaining 

orientation of this new form of unionization. In its 1980 publication~ 

Against Time: Automation of the Office, Working Women presents a philosophy 

and criti4ue in which technology, both its design and implementation, is 

not neutral but reflects corporate interests and managerial choices. These 

interests and choices are directed toward achieving lower clerical labor 

costs and higher worker productivity through a unilateral deskillin~ of office 

work with office automation and by implementin~ centralized, impersonal, 

Scientific Management controls of the clerical work force. According to 

\forking Woo,en (1980), the inain consequences for women clerical workers, especially 

in the financial sector, is employment in degraded, low-wage, dead-end, unsafe, 

and increasingly insecure jobs which allow the employees little discretion, 

restrict their physical movement, and lead to on-the-job, social isolation. 

Also, Working Women (1980) opposes the spread of office piecework that has 

accompanied financial sector office autoo,ation and seeks to control increasing 

shift work. This philosophy and critique of office automation are fairly 

consistent with that of the AFL-CIO and the international labor movement 

(see for exaruple, American Labor, [1981a, 1981b] and AFL-CIO News, [1983(). 

1984b, 1984c]l. 
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Given its assertion about the non-neutrality of technology, Working 

Women (1980) maintains that office automation can and should be implemented 

to create fulfilling, safe jabs and that negative human consequences of office 

autofilation must be controlled through collective bargaining. As Working 

Women President Karen Nussbaum put it, "The key to improving the conditions 

for women lies in organizing the private sector" (Trost, 1985:1). Among 

the many collective bargaining goals proo10ted by Working 1.Jomen (1980) are 

higher wages, job redesign, job rotation, increased br~aktime and limitations 

on hours. Similarly, the Women Employed Institute ( l ',79). a _Chicago-based 

working women's organization mainly oriented to,;ard ,;omen clerical workers, 

published a seven-point program which espouses fair salary schedules, worker 

p11rticipation in setting office policies and procedures, employee trai,dng 

programs, written job descriptions, job posting and promotion programs, grievance 

procedures, and equal pay for equal work. 

Occupational safety and health is e chief concern in clerical worker 

organizing and collective bargaining and has recently entered the political 

arena (Andrew, 1983; Apcar and Trost, 1985). According to Working \fomen 

(1980) and labor organizations, automated office work, especially typing 

' at video display terminals (VDTs) for long hours, creates stress, eyestrain, 

migraine headac"<ss, nausea and back pain, among other problems (AFL-CIO Mews, 

1983b, 1984b, 1984c). While the question of reproductive hazards stemming 

from VDT radiation emission has yet to be resolved, labor organizations are 

calling for "pregnancy-protection packages" which allow pregnant VDT operators 

to transfer jobs '1ithout losing pay, seniority and fringe benefits (AFL-CIO 

News, 1984c). Other VDT, health and safety collective bargaining goals "'hich 

were announced at a recent 20-nation meeting of the International Confederation 
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of Free Trade Unions covered control of radiation emission levels, rest breaks, 

work station lighting, facial rashes and air contaminants (AFL CIO News, 

1':.l84c). Working \/omen and SIHU recently launched a "Campai3n for VDT Safety," 

targeting 18 states for the enactment of protective, "righ,: to lmO\/' legislation 

and regulations (\fall Street Journal, 1984; AFL C!O News, 1985a, 1985b). 

The recent and widely publicized union victory at Equitable Life Assurance 

Society of the U.S., the tilird largest U.S. insurance company, illustrates 

the collective bargaining issues of women clerical work.era in the insurance 

industry (Wall Street Journal, 1982; Trost, 1964; AFL-CIO News, 1984a; Serrin, 

1984; Perl, 1984; Slaughter, 1984; Service Employee, 1984-85). In February, 

1982, SEIU District 925, a joint venture of Working Woman and SEIU, won union 

representation among clain1s processors at Equitsble's highly autor.isted Syracuse, 

NY office. In November, 1984, after a standoff with company threats to close 

the office, employee pickating, and an AFL-CIO boycott of Equitable (\./all 

Street Journal, 1983a, 1983b), the union signed the first agreement in the 

company's history. The three-year contract provides the workers, who are 

mainly women, with 14:1; wage increases over the life of the agreement. Other 

economic provisions include a no-layoff clause, revised pay scales, and 

a commitment from the company not to close the office. Further, the contract 

removes ;ttitude and attendance criteria from perfor@ance reviews, allows 

workers ta challenge t~e computerized audits of their performances, and es

tablishes a union grievance procedure with the possibility of appealing job 

ratings to an outside arbitrator. The union gained assurances from the company 

that it would not stall in future representation elections and collective 

bargaining and that it would not hire anti-union consultants. 



The Equitable contract also addresses health and safety issues, especially 

for VDT operators. At<Long the health and safety provisions are the right 

of pregnant VDT operators to transfer to non-VDT wort,, the right of VDT operators 

to transfer to other terminals if the current terminal is believed to be 

unsafe, extra breaktime from VDT work and 2 hour limitations on continuous 

VDT use, VDT modifications to reduce stress and other physical, employee 

problems, regular machine maintenance, medical vision care, and requirements 

for such safety equipment as glare reduction devices, detachable keyboards, 

and adjustable chairs. 

In sum, insurance industry collective bargaining is emerging to address 

the economic, health and safety, and gender-related problems of women clericnl 

workers thst accompany bureaucratization and office automation. Collective 

bargaining issues derive from a perceived need among clerical workers to 

gain control over the implementation of office technology in order to improve 

their economic livelihoods, maintain health and safety conditions at work, 

and limit capricious, rnan~gerial decision .raking. 

t!anagerial Responses to 
Collective Bargaining 

Theories of white-collar unionism maintain that employer resistance 

retards unionization (Adams, 1975; Prandy et. al., 1983). Insurance industry 

management has maintained a contradictory management philosophy toward the 

clerical work force which may have simultaneously promoted and retarded clerical 

unionization. The philosophy consists of unilateral, centralized control, 

on the one hand, and paternalism or human relations management, an the other, 

The pioneering efforts of the insurance industry in implementing labor-saving, 

office automation coupled with impersonal controls of the clericel work force 



is the chief indicator of a managerial belief in unilateral, centralized 

control. Yet, such managerial action is a major contributing factor to the 

beginnings of unionization among women clerical workers. 

Insurance ,nanageu1ent has responded to uni,mization in t110 ways. The 

first, which follows from its adherence to unilateral, centralized control, 

is to actively oppose collective bargaining, as shown in the Equitable case. 
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Further, the insurance industry opposed the recent merger of the small Insurance 

Workers International Union into the United Food and Commercial \forkers, 

which was mounting an insurance industry organizing campaign (AFL CIO News, 

1983a). 

The second managerial response to unionization follows from paternalism 

and constitutes human relations mana~ement for the p_urpose of preventing 

unionization. The chief indicators of paternalism in insurance have been 

efforts ta avoid layoffs through retraining and job reassignment, low levels 

of layoffs, and little technological displacerilent associated with office 

autor,1ation since tbe 1950s (Kassalow, 1966:359; U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 

1960, 1966). Such paternalism has been buttressed by relatively high rates 

of voluntary quits and attrition among clerical workers snd industry growth 

(Kassalow, 1966; Wern eke, 1983; U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1960, 1966). 

The beginnings of clerical worker unionization have hastened the extension 

of ,>atfrnalism in the form of human relations management (National Underwriter, 

1980a, 1980b). Far exam,>le, insurance menagement consultant Matthew Goodfellow 

(1975, 1980, 1981a, 1981b) disseminates his union-prevention advice in insurance 

trade publications, urging the industry to improve communication with employees 

and cease "autocratic" relations with clericsl workers in order ta discourage 

unionization. Similarly, labor lawyers lCrupman and Vacarro (1981) advise 
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the insurance industry to address such women's issues as sexual harassment 

and sex discrimination in wage-setting to prevent clerical worker unionization, 

if not litigation against employer sex discrimillation. 

Increasingly, ins<.1rance management has adapted human relations management 

not only to prevent unionization, but to overcome clerical worker resistance 

to office automation and to raise clerical worker productivity. Human relations 

management practices in insurance include listening carefully to employee 

complaints, informing employees of technological change and seeking their 

advice, establishing quality control circles, job enrichment programs and 

flexible work schedules, and hiring retirees to fill temporary vacancies 

(Cornfield et. al., 1984). In sum, insurance manageme11t may have simultaneously 

promoted and retarded the unionization of women clerical workers. The expression 

of unilateral, centralized control in the impersonal, implementation of office 

automation created the centerpiece of the organized clerical worker critique 

of employment conditions and justification of unionization. However, paterna

listic, humsn relations "":.nagement may have retarded the growth of clerical 

worker unionization (Kassalow, 19661 Costello, 1983). 

Clerical \forkers and 
Management in Insurance 

In sum, growing unionization among women clerical workers in insurance, 

occupational patterns of unionization, and clerical worker collective bargaining 

issues reflect and constitute a response to bureaucratization and office 

automation which is catalyzed by the increased organizing efforts of the 

women's and labor movements. Accompanying bureaucratization and office automation 

in insurance clerical work are perceived blocked mobility, increased impersonal 

manauerial control, declining real earnings, nnd occupational health hazards 
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among the women workers in this highly, sexually segregated group of occupations. 

These trends ,oay have promoted unionization aruong these 11orren and have inforr.ied 

the explicit critique of clerical employment which has been adopted by the 

women's and labor mo,;ements in their union organizing drives among insurance 

clerical workers. These trends ar.iong women clerical workers in insurance 

also shaped the strategy for targeting this group of workers in organizing 

campaigns, thereby giving rise to this new form of unionism, a gender-specific 

hybrid of craft and industrial unionism. 

With increased unionization, insurance management has responded by developing 

hullian relations management practices to prevent unionization, reduce worker 

resistance to office automation, and raise clerical worker productivity. 

This managerial response may have prevented the historically low level of 

clerical worker unionization in insurance from rising higher thari it has. 

That large insurers have greater resources £or raodifyini manegerial practices 

and preventing unionization with the aid of outside consultants and for providing 

employees with relatively _superior wages and benefits may account for the 

lower levels of unionization among women clerical workers in larger insurance 

establishments compared to smaller insurance establishments. 

Conclusion 

The case of srowing unionization among insurance clerical women suggests 

that theories of white-collar unionization ousht to be modified in two ways. 

First, with changing sex roles, many women are no longer temporary wage-earners 

and are embarking on long-term careers, Original;lY, formulated in the early 

1950s before the recent resurgenc:e of the women's movement, the passage of 

civil right~ legislation, and declining real earnings in the 1970s, the past-
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industrial thesis assumed that women would not unionize because they lacked 

• a career orientation. With these social, political and economic changes, 

more women have long-term, vested interests in their jobs and harbor pro-union 

attitudes. Given the persistence of occupational sex segregation in clerical 

work and other white-collar occupations, the changing sexual division of 

labor in the home and work place has generated a new supply of potential 

and actual white-collar union members. However, theon.es of white-collar 

unionization emphasize the effects of the worker's soc:j_oeconomic standing 

on the probability of unionization. Therefore, a theory of white-collar 

unionization, and of unionization generally, ought to include the effects 

of changes in extra-work institutions, such as the family, which affect the 

supply of potential union members and, hence, unionization trends. 

Second, the post-industrial thesis assumed a static arrangement of social 

classes and, tt,erefore, persistent aversion of white-collar workers toward 

unionization. However, since the late nineteenth century, the gender, social 

class origins and relative status of clerical work and clerical workers 

have changed, especially with office automation since the 1950s after the 

original formulation of the post-industrial thesis. Clerical work now comprises 

,.,any women fror,1 working class origins in jobs tha~re more specialized, 

lower in status, and subjected to impersonal, partly computerized managerial 

control. These changes have motivated many women clerical workers to unionize 

for reasons which are similar to those that have motivated blue-collar unioni-

zation: improvements in economic employment conditions, limitations on capricious 

r.tanagement, and control of the implementation of technological change. Therefore, 

a theory of white-collar unionization ought to include the effects of the 

( 
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changing social class position of white-collar workers, especially women 

clerical workers, on their propensity to unionize. 



Table l. Percentage Women and Percentage Distribution of Women and Men Employees 
by Occupation in the Insurance Industry, 1950-1980 

(3) (4) (5) ( 6) 
(1) ,,, % of Employed % of Employed 
% Women Women Men 

Occupation 1950 1980 1950 1980 1950 1980 
-- --

Professionals 21.4 46.5 1.S s.s 5.3 10. 3 
(28}" (158} 

Managers 15. 5 29.2 ,., S.3 14. 6 16.9 
(73) (197) 

Insurance agentsb 8.7 25.7 7.6 13.3 63.1 50.4 
(290) (558) 

Clerical workers 84. 7 84. 2 85 .1 72.5 12 .2 17.9 
(333) (932) 

Secretaries, typists 97 .1 99.1 40. 9 26.8 1.0 o.s 
and stenographers (140) (292) 

Other clerical 75. 7 77. 3 44. 2 45.7, 11.2 17.6 
(194) (639) 

Other 25.8 37,5 2.1 2.0 ,.s ,.s 
(27) (5',) 

Total 44.2 56. 7 100.0 99.9"· 100.0 100.0 
(751) {1905) 

332 1081 419 824 

a. N's in thousands in parentheses, 
6. Includes agents, brokers and unden,riters. 
o. Doesn't sum to 100.0% due to rounding. 
s. In thousands, 

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census: 1950 Census, Vol. IV, Special Reports, Part I, 
Chapter C, Occupation by Indl16try; 1980 Census, Vol. 2, Subjects Reports, 
PC80-2-7C, Occupation by Industry, 

.. _ . ' 



Table 2, 
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Percentage Distribution of 
Size in Insurance (SIC 63), 

Establishments 
19S1-1981. 

Establishment Establishments 
Size (Emnloyees) 1951 1%2 1970 1981 

less than " 70.6 73 .s 7L8 71.0 

20-99 23.4 21.2 22.3 23. l 

100-499 5,' ,., 5.0 4.8 

500 or more o.s o.s o.s L> 

Total 100.0% 100. 0% 100.0% 100.0% 

' (in lOOO's) 16.8 25. 9 29.2 32.9 

""' Employment by Establishment 

Employment 
1962 1970 1981 

12.3 11.6 ll.6 

27.6 26.4 26, 9 

27 .8 28.6 26.6 

32.3 33.4 36.9 

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

815.6 1002.0 1229.4 

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce and U.S. Department of Health, Education, 
and Welfare, County Business Patterns, First Quarter, 1951, Part I, 
Washington, D,C,: U,S, Government Printing Office, 1953: U.S. Bureau 
of the Census, County Business Patterns, First Quarter, 1962, Part I, 
Washington, D.C.: U.S. G<:avetlllllent Printing Office, 1963; U.S. Bureau 
of the Census, County Business Patterns 1970, CBP-70-1, Washington, 
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1971; U.S. Bureau of the Census, 
County Business Patterns 1981, CBP-81-1, Washington, D.C.: U.S. 
Government Printing Office, 1983. 
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Table 3. Percentage Distribution of Non-Supervisory Clerical Employment and 
Percentage Change by Occupation in Insurance, 1970-1980. 

Occupation 

Interpersonal occupations 
Secretaries 
Information c.lerks 
Adjusters and investigators 

Computer-related occupations 
Computer and peripheral equipment operators 
Data-entry keyera 

Non-computer office machine operators 
Duplicating. mail and other office machine operators 
Communications equipment operators 

Manual occupations 
Typists and stenographers 
Statistical clerks 
Bookkeepers 
File clerks 
Mail and material recording, scheduling and 

distributing clerks 

Other 

Total 

N (in LOOO's) 

1970 

43.8 
26.0 

l.l 
16.7 

36 .8a 
15 .4 ,., 

,.2 
,.o 

1980 

47.7 
26.2 
2.0 

t 9 . 5 

6. l 
2.6 
J.S 

l.l 
0.6 
0.5 

23.4a 
0.2 
1.0 
6 . S ,., 
s.s 

13.4 21.7 

100.0% L00.0% 

6'8 

1970-80 
% change 

42.4% 
32.0 

130,0 
52. 7 

83. 1 
216.6 

38.7 

-6.9 
-9 .8 
-2.7 

-16 .8 
-30.0 
-72.0 

17.6 
-19.3 

85.3 

t 1 t.6 

30.9 

a. Percentages of detailed occupations do not sum to subtotal percentage due to 
rounding. 

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Population: 1970, Final Report 
PC(2)-7C, Washington, n.c.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1972 
and 1980 Census of Population, PC80-2-7C, Washington, D.C.: U.S. 
Government Printing Office, 1984. 
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Table 4. Mean, Real (1967 Dollars), .!lnnual Earnings, Percentage Change in 
Real Earnings, and Ratio of Real Earnings to Women, Clerical Workers' 
Real Earnings by Gender/Occupation in Insuranca, 1969-1979. 

Gender/Occupation 

Men, Managers 

Men, Sales workers 

Men, Professionals 

Women, Clerical workers 

Source: See Table J. 

Mean Real 
Annual Earnings 

1969-1979 
1969 1979 % change 

14860 14134 -4.9% 

10799 11332 4.9 

10776 9828 -8.8 

3769 3741 -0. 7 

Ratio of real earnings 
to women, clerical 
workers' real earnings 

1969 

3.94 

2.87 

2.86 

1979 

3.78 

3.03 

2 .63 



Table 5. Rank-order of 27 Life Insurance, Non-Supervisory Clerical Occupations 
by Mean, Real (1967 Dollars), lii'eekly Earnings, 1971 and 1980 

Occunation 

Claim approver, A 
Secretary, A 
Computer operator, A 
Claim approver, B 
Secretary, B 
Computer operator, B 
Correspondence clerk, A 
Secretary, C 
Computer operator, C 
Tape, librarian 
Accounting clerk, A 
Secretary, D 
Stenographer, senior 
Correspondence clerk, B 
Keypunch operator, A 
Policy evaluation clerk 
File clerk, A 
Typist, A 
Transcribing machine typist 
Premium acceptor 
Stenographer, general 
Keypunch operator, B 
Accounting clerk, B 
File clerk, B 
Typist, B 
Premium-ledger-card clerk 
File clerk, C 

1971 
Hean 

Real Weekly 
Earnings 

150 .0 
14l.8 
135.6 
129.8 
123 .2 
120 .8 
118. 7 
109 .6 
107. 2 
105. 1 
100.6 

97.3 
96.9 
96.0 
91.5 
87.8 
87.8 
83.7 
81.6 
80.8 
80.4 
80.0 
79.6 
73 ,8 
73.0 
72. 1 
67.2 

Rank 

' ' 3 

' 5 
6 
7 
8 

' w 

" " " " " 16. 5 
16. S 

" " w 

" " 25 

" 25 

" " 

1980 
M,eoo 

Real Weekly 
Earnings 

115. 1 
124.6 
117. 7 

91.8 
l06.4 
96. 2 
96.4 
9S.6 
81.8 
80.6 
81.8 
84 .1 
75.0 
83. 9 
78.8 
74. 1 
69.9 
70. l 
73. 1 
6 7 .J 
71.3 
66. 7 
70.7 
61.2 
61.6 
66.7 
55 .1 

' ' ' 8 

' 6 
5 
7 

11.S 

" 11.5 

' '5 
w 

" '6 

" w 
n 

" rn 
23.5 

" ,, 
25 
23.5 

" 
Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Industry Wage Survey, Life Insurance, 

December 1971, Bulletin no. 1791, Washington, D.C., U.S. Government 
Printing Office, 1973 and Industry Wage Survey, Life Insurance, 
February 1980, Bulletin no 2119 (microfiche), Washington, D. C. , U, S, 
Government Printing Office, 1981. 



Table 6. Percentage Distribution of 27 Life Insurance, Non-Supervisory 
Clerical Occupations by Type of Occupation and Earnings Level, 
1971 and 1980 

1971 1980 
Setl Weekly Real Weekly 

Earnings Earnings 

Type of occupaeion • Highb c,w Total " 
, 

High Cow Toe al 

Interpersonal 100. 0 0.0 100.0% 8 100 .o 0.0 100.0% 

Computer-related 66.7 33.3 100.0% 6 83.3 16. 7 100.0% 

Manual 15 .4 84.6 100.0% u ,., 92.3 100.0% 

Total 51.9 48 .1 100.0% " 51.9 48 .1 100.0% 

Chi-square, '" 14.87* 19.96* 

• ' < .001 

" 
s 

s 

u 

" 

a. Interpersonal• secretary, correspondence clerk, and claim appro~er; 
computer-related~ computer operator, keypunch operator, and tape librarian; 
all other occupations listed in Table 5 are manual occupations. 

b. High~ greeter than or equal to the median occupational earnings in Table 5. 

Source, See Table S. 



Table 7. Percentage Distribution of 27 Life Insurance, Non-Supervisory 
Clerical Occupations by Type of Occupation and 1971-1980 Change 
in Occupational Earnings Rank 

• Type of occupation 

Interpersonal 

Manual or computer-related 

Total 

Higher earnings 
rank in 1980 

75 .0 

31.6 

44.4 

Chi-square• 4.14, ldf, p < .OS. 

Lower or 
same earnings 
rank in 1980 

25.0 

68.4 

55.6 

a. See Table 6, note a, for definitions of occupational types. 

Source, See Table 5. 

Total N 

100.0% 8 

100.0% 19 

100.0% 27 
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Table 9. Percentage Distribution of 25 Life Insurance, Non-Supervisory Clerical 
Occupations by Type of Occupation and 1971-1980 Change in Occupational 
Subgroup Wage Hierarchy 

Part of an 
0 

Part of an 
0 

occupational subgroup occupational subgroup 
with a diminishing with an increasing 

Type of Occupationa wage hierarchy wage hierarchy Total 

Interpersonal or computer-related 15 .4 84.6 100.0% 

Manual 100.0 o.c 100.0% 

Total 56.0 44.0 100.0% 

Chi-square,. 18.13, ldf, p < .001 

a. See Table 6, note a. for definitions of occupational types. 
b. See Table 8 for definitions of the 10 occupational subgroups. 

So\\rce, See Table 5. 

' 
'3 

" 
25 



'.abl<a •10, • Percentage of Women 1/crkers Who are Covered by a Union Con-cract ':iy Occupation and 
Establishment Si2e £or 30 Life Insursnce, Non-Supervisory Clerical Occupations, 1980 

Jccupation 

Stenographer, senior 

Stenographer, general 

Key entry operator, A 

Computer operator, B 

Accounting clerk, A 

Key entry operator, B 

Secretary, B 

Computer operator, A 

Typist, A 

Secretary, C 

Transcribing-machine typist 

Accounting clerk, B 

Claim approver, A 

Switchhoard operator, B 

Secretary, A 

• Establishmen-c Size 
Small Large Occupation 

19.2% 
(78)b 

11.2 
(134) 

10.9 
(475) 

9.5 
(116) 

8. 7 
(1054) 

8.7 
(977) 

8.6 
(754) 

7.5 
{53) 

7.2 
(50"0) 

7.1 
(747) 

6.4 
(5 19) 

6.4 
(1523) 

6.1 
(229) 

5.9 
(85) 

5 . 7 
(15 7) 

0.0 
(183) 

0.0 
(305) 

0.5 
(821,) 

o.o 
( 1 71) 

4.7 
(4%) 

0.4 
(446) 

• 0. 5 
(601) 

5.7 
(35) 

1.0 
(794) 

l. 7 
(1163) 

14,3 
(266) 

0.7 
(881) 

o., 
(213) 

0.0 
(29) 

0.0 
(196) 

Typist, B 

Policy evaluation clerk 

Computer operator, C 

Correspondence clerk, B 

File clerk, A 

File clerk, B 

Switchboard operator, A 

Claim approver, B 

PremiWII acceptor 

Secretary, D 

Premium-ledger-card clerk 

Data librarian 

Pile clerk, C 

Correspondence clerk, A 

Secretary, E 

a. Sma11~so-gg9 workers; large~lOOO or more workers. 

b. N's in parentheses. 

SOURCE: Unpublished data from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statisti~s. 

Establishment Size 
Small Large 

5.o 
(897) 

s.s 
(582) 

5 . l 
(78) 

4. 7 
(788) 

4.4 
(137) 

3.9 
(6 71) 

3.0 
(112) 

3. l 
(553) 

3 . l 
(419) 

e.s 
(780) 

,., 
(283) 

,.s 
( 108) 

7.S 
(931) 

l.S 
(427) 

1., 
(427) 

l. l 
(920, 

1.0 
{2%) 

0.0 
(128) 

S.9 
(5 16) 

3.9 
(206) 

4.1 
(488) 

4.2 
(71) 

,., 
(402) 

1.6 
( 123) 

5. 4 
(1040) 

3.0 
(33) 

20.4 
( 4 g) 

0.0 
(567) 

1.8 
(220) 

0.0 
{738) 



Table 11. Percentage Distribution of 30 Life Insurance, Non-Supervisory Clerical 
Occupations by Type of Occupation, Earnings Level, and Percentage of Homen 
Workers in Small Establishments Who are Covered by a Union Contract, 1980 

Type of Occupation/Earningsa 

Interpersonal, High earnings 
Interpersonal, Low earnings 
Collljluter-related, High earnings 
Computer-related, Low earnings 
Manual, High earnings 
Manual, Low earnings 
Total 

Chi-square•l2.04, 5df, p < .OS 

Percentage of women 
workers in small 

establishments covered 
by a union contract 

20.0 
100 .o 
33.3 
33. 3 
25. 0 
8S.7 
so.a 

High 

80 .o 
o.o 

66, 7 
66. 7 
75.0 
14.3 
50,0 

Total 

100.0% 
100. 0% 
100.0% 
100. 0% 
100.0% 
100, 0% 
100.0% 

' ' 3 
3 
8 
7 

JO 

a. l'or definitions of occupational types, see Table 6, note a. Secretary, E and Switch
board operator, A & B, which are excluded from Table 6 due to unavailability of 1971 
data, are classified as interpersonal and manual occupations, respectively, in Table 
11. The 1980 mean, real weekly earnings are $77.6 for Secretary, E, $75.6 for 
Switchboard operator, A, and $70.9 for Switchboard operator, B. 

b. Less than or eq_ual to the median occupational percentage, 5.6%. 

SOURCE: See Table 10 and U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Industry Wage Survey: Life 
Insurance, February 1980, Bulletin no. 2119 (microfiche), Washington, D.C.: U.S. 
Gover=ent Printing Office, 1981. 
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